
BY BRADLEY WILSON

DesignFlairwith

On one level, the principles of design are esoteric; they 
cannot be subjected to quantitative analysis. On another 
level, they all have specific applications to the day-to-day 
operations of a publication. The better you understand the 
principles, the more confidence you will develop in your 
own judgments about design.

Paraphrased from Daryl R. Moen 
Newspaper Layout and Design
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Jose Luis Diaz de Villegas, art 
director of the El Nuevo Dia was 
right when he said design 
and graphics are relatively 
simple.

“All you have to do is fol-
low the basics, use imagina-
tion and have freedom,” he 
said at the October, 1987 
Society of Newspaper De-
sign conference. 

It’s true. Design is simple. 
Yet, at the same time, getting 
the message across to the 
reader can be very compli-
cated. 

One of the reasons true 
communication is so com-
plicated is there are many 
factors to consider. What 
typefaces to you use? What 
column width should the type be set in? 
Will orange work against blue? How 
do the ads fit on the page? 

The best way to deal with these 
problems is to look at what has worked 
for other people. Get good ideas for 
designs and graphics is to clip out ideas 
you like from magazines such as Time, 
and newspapers such as The New York 
Times, USA Today and The Dallas Morn-
ing News. Then make these ideas fit 
your own stories and community. In the 
process, you’ll come up with new ideas 
that other designers will want to steal. 
Having your ideas creatively adapted 
is the greatest form of flattery.

But when coming up with designs, 
don’t forget the basics. Publications 
sometimes forget that they are published 
to serve the readers and the design of 

the publication serves to encourage the 
reader to purchase the publication and 

to make it easier for them to 
read it. 

Having good coverage 
and content is essential to 
good publications. Without 
good coverage, people will 
not have any reason to read 
the publication. Without 
good writing and photog-
raphy, they won’t want to 
read it. Use good design 
and graphics to draw them 
into the publication, not to 
keep them there.

In developing the publi-
cation's personality, don’t 
overlook the little things like 
the design of the bylines 
and page numbers. Don’t 

forget to package related materials 
so the reader can find things easier. 
Don’t forget that headlines should be 
objective and tell enough of the story to 
keep the reader interested. Don’t forget 
that using a poor-quality photograph 
is worse than using no photograph, 
but sometimes a photo or illustration 
can tell a story better than words. 
Don’t forget that readers scan a page 
before they read anything. Finally, don’t 
forget that consistency in a publication 
really helps the reader identify with the 
publication and helps you communicate 
your message.

Remember, the name of the game 
is communication. That’s hard. Design 
is simple. n

Don’t forget
to communicate
“Design is 

as much a 

part of the 

communication 

process as the 

words themselves. 

Communication 

is more than just 

words. Words 

are symbols for 

conveying ideas 

and thoughts; 

but so are 

pictures, colors, 

compositions, 

textures, 

arrangements, 

interplay 

of elements 

– ‘synergy.…’ 

What’s considered 

‘normal’ or even 

‘conservative’ 

now would have 

been practically 

illegible a few 

centuries ago.”

Glenn Rice

“Good design is 

good content. 

We’ve been 

concentrating 

on design, the 

process, for too 

long without 

thinking about 

content. You’ve 

got to appeal to 

readers to be a 

good book, and 

if that means 

covering new 

topics in new 

ways, then I’m all 

for it.”

Sherri Taylor, 

Syracuse 

University
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 Similar instances have been 
witnessed in the high school 
press as well. A number of 
newspapers have attempted 
to make the great leap from 
mediocre to excellent by way 
of design and graphics. Splashy 
newspapers are quick to be seen 
and equally quick to be seen 
through, however. A newspaper 
without substance – quality 
coverage, editorial backbone, 
precise writing – is one whose 
days are numbered.
 The criticism that some 
newspapers are all glitter is 
not without merit. Some are. 
Fortunately, these are not the 
top award winners. While it 
is true that some newspapers 
have a built-in readership, it 
is wrong to assume that the 

readers are actually reading the 
newspaper. If the writing is dull 
or trite and if the appearance is 
predictably bad, there’s a good 
chance the average person will 
skim through looking for his 
or her name or the name of a 
friend, jet over the headlines 
and move on to something re-
ally interesting. 
 So what should a quality pub-
lication provide? Insightful and 
informative coverage coupled 
with precise and creative writ-
ing. Consistent and orderly de-
sign combined with disciplined 
use of graphics, both of whose 
purpose is to help communicate 
the message. If design is your 
message, then the message is 
“Look at me but don’t look too 
close because there’s nothing 

here to see.”
 Let’s assume you’re doing 
a good job with coverage and 
writing. The design elements 
you want to consider are:

BALANCE
 Simply put, the two types 
of balance are formal and in-
formal. Formal balance is illus-
trated with a vertical line drawn 
through the exact center of the 
page would cause the elements 
on each side of the page to form 
a mirror image of the opposite 
side. Even though formal bal-
ance yields a sense of dignity 
and orderliness, it can become 
stale and ultimately boring. 
 Greater flexibility results 
when designers opt to use in-
formal balance. Elements are 

Design
with a f lair

for the
unusual

It goes without saying but will be repeated at every turn: Designing is a 

means toward an end, with the end being readability and, consequently, 

increased readership. 

Equally so, graphics are always dictated by content. 

In the professional press, daily newspapers have come and gone and 

most, just before going, took a stab at the use of wild design and carnival 

graphics in a last-ditch effort to survive. 

By PAT 
BRITTAIN, 
this article 
was modified 
from an article 
in the Texas 
Interscholastic 
League Press 
Conference's 
Newspaper 
Manual pro-
duced and ed-
ited by Bobby 
Hawthorne, 
1984.
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not symmetrically placed on the 
page, but a sense of stability does 
exist. The asymmetrical concept al-
lows for more creativity in molding 
the page design to the subject of the 
text.

CONTRAST
 A well-designed spread relieves 
the monotony for the reader by 
providing variety, thus allowing 
emphasis to be placed on a portion 
of the page. The use of larger type 
or bolder typefaces calls attention to 
a particular story. The use of color, 
boxes, rule lines, large photographs, 
graphics, illustrations or screens are 
all tools for achieving contrast. But 
since contrast is objective, no double-
page spread should be overrun with 
these tools. 
 Contrast throughout the pages 
in a publication, however, can be 
achieved with the use of primary 
and secondary headlines. The pri-
mary headline should be in a bigger 
and bolder type than the secondary 
headline, which is usually a small 
(one-half the size of the primary 
headline or smaller), lighter-face 
type. Italics can also add variety to the 
headline type a staff has selected.
 Finally, captions should not be 
overlooked as a typographical ele-
ment for achieving contrast. The 
styles are varied. Some publications 
set captions bold with the first two or 
three words in all caps, while others 
choose a style in which each caption 
has a small, bold headline.

RHYTHM
 Rhythm is the element that leads 
the reader’s eye in the desired direc-
tion of any spread. By planning the 
position and size of layout elements, 
a designer has control over what the 
reader sees first, where his eyes go 
from there, and so on until he leaves 
the page. To simplify the concept, 
a dominant illustration, photo or 
headline will get the reader’s eye 
first, then vertical positioning sug-
gests left, right or angular movement. 
Since the direction of the action in 
photographs determines where the 
reader’s eye moves, this action should 
never be moving off the page. Instead, 

plan photos so they will move the 
reader into a another element on the 
page.

PROPORTION
 Every design consists of three 
parts: black space (photos, art, 
headlines, display type, rule lines, 
color), which is the most overpow-
ering and grabs the reader’s attention 
first; gray space (body or text type) 
which, if used in massive amounts, 
can become monotonous; and white 
space (internal and external margins 
and any area that is not covered by 
black or gray space) which can give 
the publication a clean, open look.
   To achieve a sense of proportion, 
the designer must control the ele-
ments to achieve a pleasing balance. 
On each spread, for example, one 
photo or illustration must dominate. 
Large areas of text type should be 
interrupted with boldface subheads, 
initial letters, or with illustrations, 
display quotes around which the 
type forms and “L” or “U” shape. 
These techniques are merely ways 
to implement some black space to 
break the monotony of the gray. Gen-
erally, excessive white space should 
be relegated to the outside corners 
of double-page spreads.
 To further insure a sense of pro-
portion, margins for inside pages 
should be planned so the inside 
margin (on either side of the center 
fold) is the narrowest, the top margin 
is slightly wider, the outside margin 
is the next widest, and the bottom 
margin is the widest. The most pref-
erable margin allotment for the front 
and back pages is to have the two 
side margins narrowest and equal, 
the top margin a little wider, and the 
bottom margin the widest.
 Modular layout, a concept in 
which each story is a self-contained, 
rectangular shape, is used to insure 
proportional design. These rectan-
gles, or modules, can be vertical, hor-
izontal or square, but odd shapes are 
avoided. Photographs, illustrations 
and headlines become part of story 
modules and advertising is placed in 
modular blocks along the bottom or 
outside of the page. Strong horizontal 
modules should be contrasted with 

THE STINGER
Irmo HS (Columbia, S.C.)
Alison Shuman, Editor in chief
Karen Flowers, Adviser

THE LITTLE HAWK (1999)
City HS (Iowa City, Iowa)
Daniel Bell, Executive Editor
Jack Kennedy, Adviser

THE EDITION
Anderson HS (Austin, Texas)
Whitney Beckett, Brian Fonken, 
Co-Editors in chief
Jack Harkrider, Adviser

THE INIWA
Great Falls HS (Great Falls, Mont.)
Clarissa Gentry, Editor in chief
Linda Ballew, Adviser

SOUND TO SEA
Manteo HS (Manteo, N.C.)
Gabrielle Clift and Whit Loy, 
Co-editors in chief
Robin Sawyer, Adviser

COLUMN HEADS 
ESTABLISH IDENTITY
The column head, whether on the editorial page, the entertainment 
page or the sports page, continues the graphic identity started in 
the nameplate. It also lets the reader know that the article is the 
opinion of the author. The staff editorial, unlike the column, carries 
no byline but may have a standing head identifying it as the staff 
editorial. Some publications have regular columnists. Others fea-
ture a variety of editors and guest columnists. Regardless of who 
is writing the column, the column heads need to have a similar 
appearance, a graphic look that is similar to the nameplate. Some 
newspapers carry through a rule line, a font, a graphic element or 
a spot color to  achieve this identity. And many use a photo of the 
author to give the column personality and to further differentiate it 
from objective news content. 

MUNSONIAN
Muncie Central 
HS (Muncie, Ind.)
Jon Seidel, Editor in chief
Terry Nelson, Adviser
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JUDGE THE BOOK
Just as the newspaper's nameplate must contain the name of the 
paper, the business/school name, city/state, date and volume/
issue number, the COVER of the yearbook must contain the name of 
the book and the year with the school name on the spine. On the 
title page of the yearbook, print the name of the school, complete 
address, number of students, yearbook name, year and volume 
number. The cover is the first place the reader sees the theme. 
Carry this design throught the theme pages: cover, endsheets, title 
page, opening, division pages and closing.

vertical modules, since an entirely 
vertical or entirely horizontal page 
does not look proportional.

UNITY
 Unity is perhaps the most im-
portant principle of design. It is the 
quality that holds the entire publi-
cation together as a single unit, and 
is achieved by regulating the number 
of typefaces used, maintaining con-
sistent internal and external margins, 
and using similarly shaped element 
areas. 
 With few exceptions, no more 
than three different typestyles 
should be used in any publication. 
One style is chosen for the nameplate 
and the folios (department titles). A 
second is chosen for the headlines. 
The third is the text or body type. 
The only acceptable variation is an 
occasional special type to achieve a 
specific purpose or communicate a 
definite idea for a major feature. 
 Like typefaces, internal and ex-
ternal margins should be established 
and used consistently. The internal 
margin, generally either one or two 
picas, dictates that there is consistent 
spacing between each headline and 
the story it accompanies, between 
photos and captions, between rule 
lines and the text type inside the 
box, and so on. Excessive white 
space between the elements makes a 
page look amateurish. Avoid trapped 
white space and excessive amounts 
of white space. Likewise, the external 
margins should be consistently ob-
served. If a one-half inch margin at 
the top of the page is used, it should 
be observed on every page except 
page one, which calls for a wider top 
margin.
 In designing for unity, a staff 
should also determine a style for 
bylines, captions, folios and titles 
for standing columns. Consistency 
is the key to achieving unity. Beyond 
these guidelines, and the fact that a 
successful design calls attention to 
content rather than to itself, a for-
mula for an attractive publication is 
nonexistent. 
 Each page gives emphasis to 
content; showcases good design

THE FRONT PAGE
 As the showcase of the publi-
cation, the importance of page one 
can never be underestimated. It 
should be simple yet it must have 
flair. It displays the personality (or 
sadly, lack of it) of the publication 
and makes the reader decide whether 
he wants to take a closer look. 
 In short, page one is the publi-
cation. It not only gives the news-
paper a recognition factor, but it 
displays the best the issue has to 
offer. 
 The nameplate should be simple, 
yet distinctive. No fancy, difficult-to-
read typefaces. No mascot-type art. 
Just the name of the publication in 
large type with plenty of white space. 
Outlines, screens, even mezzotints 
can add flair but don’t overdo it. Keep 
the nameplate clean and simple. 
 How big? The nameplate should 
be no larger than two to two and a 
half inches deep. As a rule, it should 
run flush across the top of the page. 
Floating the nameplate for its own 
sake should be avoided. Also, boxed 
nameplates tend to give the page a 
cramped look, along with trapping 
white space at the top of the page.
 Many staffs incorporate the index 
into the nameplate. Frankly, an eight-
page publication doesn’t need an in-
dex. A 12- to 16-page issue might. 
The menu should be attractive, with 
a consistent design from issue to is-
sue. Graphic touches employed in 
the menu include display quotes, 
artwork, screens and photos.
 Front page copy should be noth-
ing short of superb. Well-written 
news and features are prime candi-
dates for this page Consider time-
liness and consequence first – then 
entertainment. Many tabloids either 
showcase a single article or begin 
an article that is developed inside, 
generally on the centerspread. Oth-
ers attempt to showcase two or pos-
sible three major stories. And some 
switch back and forth. Don’t allow 
yourself to fall into a rut. It would be 
a mistake to say, “We’re going to have 
two stories on page one every issue.” 
If you have one major, well-written 
story, give it the play it deserves. 
 Broadsheets present special prob-
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YEARBOOK BASICS
A dominant photo which crosses the gutter and an eyeline serve to unify this simple yearbook spread. 
Initial letters and inset quotations add variety. Notice how every photograph has a caption that touches 
it and how all white space is left to the outside of the page.

creatively swipe headline ideas. Note the 
effective use of hammer and tripod heads, 
primary and secondary headlines, and 
enlarged display quotes. Get out of the 
one-column/three-line, two column/two 
line, three-column/one-line rut. Creative 
heads enhance appearance while providing 
solid information.
 Art/photography – Generally, when a de-
signer talks of “art,” he means photography. 
Page one should utilize at least one photo, 
used large. A strong photo is a dynamic eye-
grabber but only if it is technically perfect, 
well framed and cropped and of substantial 
content. 
 Avoid running two photos the same size 
on the same page. An element of design is 
contrast. One photo should be at least twice 
as large as the other. Also, avoid similar 
shapes, Make one shot a horizontal, the 
other square or vertical.
 If artwork is used, be certain it is of pro-

fessional quality. No stick-figure characters. 
Screens give art depth and character.
 Another recent trend is the combi-
nation of art/photos/type into graphs or 
charts. This technique, perfected by Time 
magazine, requires meticulous planning 
but greatly enhances both coverage and 
understanding of an issue. 
   White space – Before you do a thing to 
the layout sheet, you have a page of white 
space. How you handle this white space 
will go a long way toward determining how 
attractive a page you’ll have. They key is 
avoiding trapped white space. 
   You control white space by adopting a 
columnar layout. All copy/heads/art falls 
strictly within the columns. The page may 
be divided into two, three, four or five 
columns. Generally, the column should 
be between 14 and 21 picas (with nine 
or 10 point type), though papers such as 
USA Today have adopted eight and nine 

FOLIO
Contains the page 
number. In a news-
paper it also contains 
the paper's name, 
date and section 
name. Yearbooks 
sometimes include 
other information as 
well.

WHITE SPACE
Left to the outside of the 
spread, this is area free of 
any printed material

EYELINE
A one-pica tall unifying 
element that runs the 
width of the spread.

CAPTION
Gives information 
about the photo; in-
cludes photo credit; 
cutline

HEADLINE
Contains subject and verb; 
entices reader to read 
story

BODY COPY
Body text is set con-
sistently in the same 
font, size, leading 
and with the  same 
alignment.

DOMINANT PHOTO
A photo that is at least two 
times as large as any other 
photo on the spread.

GUTTER
Space running down 
the middle of a spread 
or between columns.

lems. A one-story front page in the full-
size format is rare. However, Broadsheet 
design should incorporate the techniques 
of a dominant element –that is, showcasing 
a single story to capture the reader’s eye. 
The page needs balance and unity so it is 
neither top heavy nor weighted toward the 
bottom. 
 Regardless of the format, you’ll be 
working with four major elements: body 
text, headlines, art/photography, and white 
space. 
 Body text – The standard for body copy 
is nine or ten point. Avoid sans serif body 
copy, as readability tests favor a serifed face. 
Also, the type should be set in either a light 
or medium face. A nine point bold appears 
smudgy and often fuzzy. 
 Headlines – Headlines should never 
consist of mere one liners. Study the lead-
ing national newspapers such as the Dallas 
Morning News or the Kansas City Star, and 
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SINGLE LINE

 New clothes make fashion statement
DOUBLE LINE

 Locked doors now open;
 cause students to be tardy
HAMMER

 TEEN CRIME
 Seniors caught in the act tell their stories
UNDERLINE

 You win some, you lose some
 Football team loses championship in last quarter

OVERLINE

 For Rachel Pollack, prom night was as bad…

 Only in her wildest dreams
WICKET

 “Intramurals give me a chance
 to play in sports I normally couldn’t”

 Jocks of all kinds
TRIPOD

 BAND WINS Group beats 1,400 other musicians 
for Contraband first place title

pica columns. 
   As a rule of thumb, go with justified 
columns. Unjustified columns are 
best for sidebars or other features. 
   The spacing between columns 
(called gutters or internal margins) 
is very important. Avoid jutting copy/
heads, photos or rule lines into the 
gutter. Most gutters are one or two 
picas wide. Whatever their width, 
be consistent. Don’t have a two pica 
gutter on one side of the page and a 
one pica gutter on the other side. If 
you decide to box a one column story, 
remember to set the story two picas 
less in column width to maintain 
these consistent internal margins. 
   By controlling the distance you 
place between elements, running 
both horizontally and vertically, 
you control white space. Going hori-
zontally, keep every thing in columns 
and keep the columns between one 
and two picas apart. Going vertically, 
one design specialist, Mario Garcia, 
suggests separating the bottom of a 
story from the top of the underlying 
headline by two picas and the bot-
tom of the head from the top of its 
story by one pica. Just as you want 
to avoid huge gaps of white space 
horizontally, you likewise want to 
make the page tight, though not 
cramped, going vertically. 

THE CENTERSPREAD
   The natural fold in the center of 
the publication – called the double 
truck or centerspread – has become 
an extremely useful facet of the 
overall newspaper design. Although 
these two pages can be devoted to any 
number of departments (in-depth, 
features, leisure, entertainment, 
news, opinion, photos, etc.), a few 
guidelines are important. 
1. Design the double truck as one 

unit, not as two separate pages. 
To achieve this, run a photo, a 
headline and/or a column of 
copy across the gutter. Generally, 
you must abandon your normal 
columnar scheme and devise an 
entirely new columnar format. 
For example: you have facing 
pages. Normally, each page 
should have four columns of 14 
picas each. But on the double 

truck, you have an nine picas of 
white space running down the 
middle of the page, separating 
the pages. Use this space. It 
would be a waste not to use 
every available inch. 

2. If possible, choose one central 
topic for the truck and develop 
it thoroughly. Whether you use 
one or two fairly long stories or 
several shorter stories, try to 
plan ahead so they are related 
to the topic.

3. One major headline should be 
an integral part of the design. 
Headlines for individual stories 
should be used but should be 
considerably less obtrusive than 
the main headline. 

4. Develop art to the maximum. A 
dynamic photo or piece of art, 
used large, will not only catch 
the reader’s eye but will give him 
a place to begin as well. Never 
consider photos or art a waste 
of space. 

5. White space is important. It 
should be kept to the outside 
of the spread. Again, keep all 
internal margins consistent. 

6. Once you have a design, study 
it. Look for ways to improve it. 
Are there details you’ve over-
looked, such as initial letters, 
bullets, display quotes, etc.?

7. Plan your double truck several 
issues in advance. Assign stories 
for the double truck months in 
advance. Get stories early so 
you’ll have plenty of time to al-
low for rewrites. Really work on 
the layout. Draw several rough 
drafts of design ideas. There is no 
need for the truck to be designed 
under pressure.

INSIDE PAGES
 Staffs should pay more attention 
to the design of inside pages, imple-
menting large photos, better pack-
aging of news and photos, and more  
effective placement of advertising. 
 While page one captures the 
reader, the inside pages must keep 
his attention. To emphasize good de-
sign for inside pages, allocate open 
pages free of ads whenever possible. 
The most prevalent formats for inside 

HEADLINE
Each line, or deck, of a headline should have graphic appeal and 
should be functional on the page. All headlines should contain a 
subject and a verb.
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pages are three or four columns per 
page. For a broadsheet, the five and 
six columns are used.
 Inside pages should also include a 
folio or department label. Generally, 
this folio is set in the same typeface 
as the nameplate and standing heads. 
You want to develop the paper’s 
personality partly through the use 
of a consistent typeface. The folios 
should be simple, providing the page 
title, date and page number. Huge 
folios are passé. Instead, consider a 
folio of between one-half and one 
inch deep. The folio title need be no 
larger than 30 point.
 Since inside pages offer the chal-
lenge of arranging copy, photographs 
or illustrations and advertisements 
in an attractive, graphic pattern, a 
few hints can make design an easier 
task. 
• Determine before the first issue 

what departments to include in 
the publication and where they 
will generally be located. For ex-
ample, will pages two and three 
usually be devoted to opinions? 
Get a plan but don’t feel trapped 
by it. Allow for some flexibility 
in organization. 

• To emphasize good design for in-
side pages, allocate open pages 
free of ads whenever possible. 
Obviously, this provides more 
freedom for page designers. 
When advertising is included on 
a page, the ads should be placed 
in rectangular modules either hor-
izontally placed across the bottom 
of the page or vertically placed on 
the outside of the page. Use the 
same border for all ads, preferably 
a black rule that is two points or 
thinner. Each ad should have a 
border with a one pica margin 
between ads.

• Brainstorm as a staff to think of 
as many standing columns as 
possible. Then, begin a weeding 
out process, developing the best. 
Standing columns should appear 
in every issue in approximately 
the same place so the reader will 
recognize it as a regular feature of 
the publication. These columns 
provide more comprehensive and 
meaningful coverage and help de-

velop the paper’s character.
 Opinion pages – Should include 
editorials, letters to the editor, 
and the masthead. A staff might 
also want to plan a regular forum 
for reader opinion or an editor’s 
column. A guest column might be 
an interesting regular column. Will 
there be an editorial cartoon in every 
issue? Will the editorial page be used 
for entertainment reviews? Details 
should be worked out and then plans 
carried out consistently through the 
year. 
 News pages – These should in-
clude a column or package of news 
briefs. This provides the most work-
able solution for all of those short 
articles about club/class activities 
and other announcements. While 
planning other columns for these 
pages, be sure to lave enough space 
to develop the big news stories that 
occur throughout the year. Careful 
attention should also be given to the 
inclusion of news photos. 
 Feature pages – These should be 
the least structured as far as stand-
ing columns because photography, 
typography and art are such integral 
parts of feature coverage. If possible, 
you might try to leave at least one 
feature page free of advertising. 
 Entertainment pages – Very pop-
ular among teens, the page should 
cover every facet of the entertainment 
scene: movies, television, music and 
the printed word. One publication 
adopted a tradition of three reviews, 
comparing good, better and best. A 
standing review column might be 
included. A column of brief infor-
mation about several recent releases 
capsuled could include a rating sys-
tem such as one to five stars. 
 Sports pages – These should 
revolve around reader services. 
This means scoreboards, schedules 
and perhaps columns highlighting 
outstanding performances of select 
athletes. Personal opinion and sports 
news briefs should be given keen 
consideration. Include well-written 
features and in-depth sports news. 
Quality action photography, well 
cropped and used large, is crucial 
to the design of the sports page.

Headline goes here; fills entire space

Headline goes here; fills entire space

Headline goes here; fills entire space

Headline goes here; fills entire space

STORY AND PHOTO PACKAGES
In each of these modular units, the headline covers the entire 
module, captions touch the photos; the upper left corner of the story 
touches the headline; copy blocks form L shapes, U shapes or rect-
angular blocks; and white space is to the outside. With consistent 
internal spacing (1 pica), the reader will perceive each of these 
units as a package of related elements.
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An Identity

CONSISTENCY
Two of the key elements to any successful 
design are consistency and variety. A good 
publication must have both. The identity of 
these three publications is clear at first glance. 
The Apple Leaf from Wenatachee High School 
in Washington uses a consistent font and rule 
lines for its identity. The Lair yearbook from 
Irving High School in Texas uses bright colors 
and consistent typography on the theme pages. 
The tall tabloid Edition from Anderson High 
School in Austin, Texas 
begins its design in 
the nameplate and 
carrys it through 
each of the section 
heads inside the 
paper. Notice the 
variety of type use 
yet the consis-
tency within the 
publication.

BA

C
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THE BACK PAGE
 The lasting impression is the last 
page. As the back cover, it deserves to 
be a special part of the publication, 
not a catchall. 
 Advertisers have always loved 
the back cover and even pay extra 
money to place their ads in that po-
sition in magazines. Before the year 
begins, determine a purpose of the 
back page. Will it be a photos story? 
Will it be devoted to a sports feature? 
A historical feature? No matter what 
the content is, the back page should 
be designed with all the care taken 
in page one design.

THE PHOTO STORY
 The photo story: It isn’t a clump of 
snapshots, tossed like playing cards 
on a page. The conent and design of 
the page – be it a centerspread, back 
page or inside page – must be well 
executed.
 First select an event that lends 
itself to photo coverage. You want 
action, emotion and lots of faces. 
Plan ahead. What’ coming up? Next, 
brainstorm on unusual ways to cover 
the same old events. For example: 
Homecoming. Nine times out of ten, 
the staff covers this by slapping down 
a posed shot of the queen, standing 
in some studio holding an armful of 
roses. Boring!
 Why not a shot of the candidates 
shopping for the right dress? Having 
their hair whipped into place. Putting 
on make-up. Why not a shot of the 

students working the various booths, 
decorating the gym or floats? Ever 
think about getting that emotion 
moment when dad and daughter 
walk out onto the field? These are 
the moments you want to capture. 
 Again, avoid the cliché photos. 
Try to cover the event before, during 
and after. That’s the only way to tell 
the full story. 
 When you have your prints, you 
must design a page that will grab the 
reader’s eye. A well-designed page 
will include:
 Dominant element – generally a 
photo that is twice as large as any 
other. Try to use different sizes and 
shapes.
 Copy block, magazine-style head 
and captions – The copy must be a 
feature that is as visual as the photos. 
Since you’re dealing with a feature, 
the headline must be a magazine-
style feature head. Use of secondary 
heads (decks, kickers and the like) is 
urged. Finally, every photo deserves 
a complete caption, which is either 
placed below or to the outside of the 
photo. Never cluster captions off in 
some corner.
 Consistent internal margins – gen-
erally one pica between photos and 
one pica gutters. All white space is 
pushed to the outside corners of the 
page. 
 Little graphic touches – initial 
letters, shadows, screens, tilts can 
compliment the package but should 
never compete with the photos.

The DROP CAP is, by far, the most 
popular form of initial letter. InDesign, 
PageMaker and QuarkXPress will add 

drop caps to your text in a one-step process. 
Notice how the L stands above the text but 
is aligned with the baseline of the third line 
of text. Different letters in various fonts may 
slightly change this appearance.

DON'T overlook the 
prospect of 
adding an 

ENLARGED WORD to grab the reader's 
attention. This is particularly useful on a 
copy-heavy page or as part of a caption. 
Here, manual leading (8/9.6 pt) keeps the 
spacing between the lines even.

The BOX CAP solves the "awk-
ward space" problem created when 
some letters (such as L, P, and C) 
are used as drop caps. The box 

always fits neatly into the space provided. 
This one was done with a box and a text 
wrap set to .5p.

★ Instead of an initial letter, make 
space for a DINGBAT, an arrow, a 
star, or some other small piece of 

artwork. Making the dingbat a shade of gray 
or a spot color will add depth.

An INITIAL LETTER doesn't have 
to drop down into the text. The enlarged 
first character also serves as a reader entry 
point. Be sure to set the leading manually. 
Otherwise, there will be a lot of extra space 
below the first line.

START HERE
Initial letters help readers get started reading a story and keep their 
interest during the story. Initial letters and words can also be used 
to indicate the starting point for a photo caption or inset quote. And 
while enlarged characters or words help the reader know where 
to start reading, any one of hundreds of special characters can be 
used to help the reader know where a story stops.

he HANGING INITIAL is also popular 
since it often provides an easy way to add 
white space to a page design. However, it 
often requires more manual moving around 
of the text. This particularly works will 
with ornate initial letters such as this one in 
Vivaldi.

T

T

CENTERSPREAD
The centerspread is a great chance to develop one topic in-depth either with one long 
article or with a series of related articles and graphics. Design the spread as a unit.
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Front Page

CAPTION
Gives information about 
the photo; includes photo 
credit; cutline

NAMEPLATE
The name of the news-
paper displayed on page 
1; flag

MAIN HEADLINE
The biggest and boldest 
headline goes at the top of 
the page.

INITIAL LETTER
A large letter set at 
the beginning of a 
paragraph.

BYLINE
The reporter's 
name and 
(often)title.

REFER
Refers to a related 
story elsewhere in 
publication.

BODY COPY
Body text is set consis-
tently in the same font, 

size, leading and with the  
same alignment.

INTERNAL SPACING
To keep related elements 
together and to give the 
page unity, there is 1 
pica of space between all 
elements.

TEASER
Promos for material inside 
the publication; promo

MODULAR DESIGN
Notice how all of the modules (headline, copy and related elements such as photos) 
form rectangular blocks. The copy wraps around elements in the module in L, U or 
block shapes, avoding upside-down L and U shapes which may mislead the reader. 
Also notice how the reader does not have to jump over any element to continue reading 
an individual story.
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Alternative 
CopyReaders are lazy. So anything 

designers can do to get information 
out to the reader in an entertaining 
and informative manner will be 
well received. Alternative copy such 
as top 10 lists, bulleted lists, quote 
collections, Q&A sidebars, fun facts, 
infographs, timelines and calendars 
can serve as effective entry points.
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Type was 
originally  
designed 
to be read 
with ease. 

We’ve crunched it, stretched it, smooshed it and whooshed it. We’ve 

trampled it, filled it, curved it and twisted it. We’ve shattered it, splattered 

it, squashed it and twirled it. 

 We’ve even been very creative with it, but in doing so, we have 

sometimes caused it to be totally unreadable.

 Along the way, we seem to have forgotten that type was designed 

to be read with ease. 
ing at the design and reading 
through it.
 Others lean heavily toward 
designs which make copy easy 
to read, allowing the reader to 
skim through copy, locate infor-
mation and read without visual 
interruption.
 Both design styles have merit. 
However, problems arise when 
designs are developed without 
reason or purpose causing dif-
ficulty for the reader. Therefore, 
it is essential that the designer 
understand the rules associated 
with typography before break-
ing them. 
 Most typographic experts 
sort type into seven groups: 

oldstyle roman, modern roman, 
sans serif, square serif, script/
cursive, text and novelty.

OLDSTYLE ROMAN
 Oldstyle roman includes 
fonts which have serifs, small 
strokes projecting from the tops 
and bottoms of the letters. The 
serifs in this group are roughly 
hewn into each letter. In ad-
dition, there is little difference 
between the thin and thick por-
tions of the letters in this type 
group. These characteristics 
help the reader distinguish 
each letter separately; there-
fore, this group is the easiest 
to read. Oldstyle roman can be 

In recent years, with tech-
nological advances in desktop 
publishing, graphic design-
ers have been able to create 
headline, copy and caption 
designs in unique ways. Some 
designs can be read with ease; 
however, others are totally 
unreadable. Even spreads or 
copy areas that are designed 
professionally may not illus-
trate sound use of typography.
 Two schools of thought exist 
in typography and design. Some 
designers believe type is an art 
form in and of itself. They create 
typographical designs that are 
difficult to read so the reader 
will actually spend time look-

Knowing 

which font 
is the best 

for any given 

task begins 

with knowing 

what groups 
of fonts are 

good for 

copy, head-

lines and 

display uses.  

• BY LAURA 
SCHAUB
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used for headlines, body copy, cap-
tions, logos, and other type-heavy 
areas. It works well for almost any 
design. Examples of oldstyle roman 
type include Palatino, Garamond, 
Caslon and Times. 

MODERN ROMAN
 Modern roman type faces also 
feature serifs; however, they are 
precisely attached to the ascend-
ing and descending portions of the 
letters. A dramatic difference exists 
between the thin and thick portions 
of the letters. Modern roman fonts 
are an excellent choice for headlines, 
logos, nameplates, and subheadlines; 
however, they should not be used 
for body copy, as the thin lines tend 
to disappear when the type size is 
reduced below 14-point. Examples 
of modern roman type faces include 
Bodoni, Photina, Caledonia and 
Americana.

SANS SERIF
 The sans serif type group has no 
serifs attached. Because of their lack 
of serifs, they are more difficult to 
read than oldstyle or modern roman 
type faces. Sans serif fonts work well 
for advertisements, headlines, sub-
headlines, and small copy areas, such 
as captions or secondary sidebars. 
This type group includes Helvetica, 
Arial, Franklin Gothic and Op-
tima. 

SQUARE SERIF
 Square serif, also known as slab 
serifs or Egyptian fonts, have a heavy 
appearance. The serifs actually re-
semble small blocks or rectangles. 
Square Serif fonts work well for 
serious logos which reflect an un-
wavering attitude. Because this type 
group is are so heavy, it does not work 
well for secondary headlines, body 
copy or captions. It should be used 
to reflect a certain mood or to set a 
certain tone. Examples of square serif 
type include Rockwell, Clarendon, 
Courier and Aachen.

TEXT
 Text type, also known as Black 
Letter, resembles the hand-written 
copy produced by monks prior to 

Johannes Gutenburg’s introduction 
of moveable type to the western 
world. Ornate in appearance, fonts 
in this group convey a feeling of 
tradition and formality. Some news-
papers, such as The New York Times 
and The Dallas Morning News, use 
text type for their nameplates. Text 
fonts are often found on wedding 
invitations and other important 
documents, such as diplomas and 
certificates. However, they are rarely 
used in contemporary publications 
and should never be set in all caps. 
They should not be used for body 
copy or captions. Examples of text 
type include Linotext, Cloister Black, 
Goudy Text, Wilhelm Klingspor and 
Old English Text. 

SCRIPT & CURSIVE
 Scripts and cursives are also used 
to convey a tone or mood. All re-
semble handwriting. Scripts appear 
to be connected while cursives do 
not. Some are ornate in their ap-
pearance and reflect sophistication. 
Others look more like notes scribbled 
hurriedly to a friend. Because they are 
difficult to read, they should never 
be set in all caps. In addition, they 
should not be used in small copy 
areas. Examples of scripts include 
Shelley Allegro, Snell Roundhand, 
Brush Script and Gando Ronde. Cur-
sives include Mistral, Zapf Chancery 
and Monotype Corsiva.

NOVELTY
 Novelty faces reflect a variety 
of moods in their design. Some of 
the popular “grunge” faces, such as 
Harting, Remedy, Paisley, Salsa, Texas 
Hero and Chromosome fall into this 
category. Designers should use these 
types carefully, always with a specific 
reason or purpose in mind. Ornate 
faces and others in this category 
which are difficult to read in large 
sizes should never be used for body 
copy or captions. 

HARMONY
 When mixing type faces in head-
line designs, advertisements, logos, 
and pages, graphic artists should use 
either “family harmony” or “blend-
ing harmony.”

TYPE SIZE AND LEADING
Type is measured in points. There are approximately 72 points in 
an inch. Therefore, 72 pt. type (such as the word “typography” 
above) is one-inch tall and 36 pt. type is one-half of an inch tall. 
To measure the height of type, measure from the highest ascender 
to the lowest descender to get an approximation of the height in 
points. Depending on the font and the accuracy of your measuring 
device, you should be close.

Some rulers, even graphic arts rulers, don’t have points on them, 
but they do have picas. Since there are six picas in an inch, you 
can figure that there are 12 points in a pica (72÷6) and can 
approximate the point size of type with a pica ruler or even a ruler 
marked only in inches.

Leading, the space between the lines, is also measured in points. 
The measurement of leading includes the point size of the type. For 
example, if body copy is 10 point and set with two points of space 
between each line, the leading is 12 points and termed “10 on 
12.”

Type
NORMAL LEADING 
Most body copy, such as 
this paragraph, is set with 
normal leading. A default 
leading (auto) of 120 per-
cent of the point size works 
well. This paragraph is set 
10 on 12.

NEGATIVE LEADING 
For graphic effect, and al-
most never in body copy, 
sometimes type is set with 
negative leading. Since there 
is no space between lines, 
in fact the type overlaps, 
it’s hard to read. This para-
graph, for example is set 
“10 on 8.”

EXTRA LEADING

Sometimes, however, 

particularly when the 

copy is set wide, extra 

leading prevents the 

reader’s eye from drift-

ing down to the next 

line. This paragraph is 

set 10 on 16.

72 POINT TYPE (ONE INCH TALL)

ALIGNMENT
The alignment of the text can affect readability. Text that is aligned 
on the left or justified is the easiest to read.

FLUSH LEFT
L
Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer 
adipiscing elit, 
sed diam non-
ummy nibh euis-
mod tincidunt 
ut laoreet dolore 
magna aliquam 
erat volutpat.  
Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, 
quis nostrud 
exerci 

FLUSH RIGHT
R

Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amet, 

consectetuer adipi-
scing elit, sed diam 

nonummy nibh 
euismod tincidunt 

ut laoreet dolore 
magna aliquam 

erat volutpat.  
Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, 

quis nostrud exerci 

CENTERED
C

Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer 

adipiscing elit, 
sed diam non-

ummy nibh euis-
mod tincidunt 

ut laoreet dolore 
magna aliquam 
erat volutpat.  

Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, 
quis nostrud 

exerci 

J U S T I F I E D
J
Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amet, 
c o n s e c t e t u e r 
adipiscing elit, 
sed diam no-
nummy nibh eui-
smod tincidunt 
ut laoreet dolore 
magna aliquam 
erat  volutpat.  
Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, 
qu i s  nos t rud 
exerci 
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 Family harmony is achieved by 
staying within the same type family, 
such as Berkeley, and using a variety 
of styles within the design, i.e., Berke-
ley Book, Berkeley Medium, Berkeley 
Bold and Berkeley Black.
 Blending harmony features type 
from three different groups, such as 
an oldstyle roman, sans serif and 
script. Rarely do designers mix 
types from more than three groups. 
And almost never do designers mix 
fonts from the same type group, such 
as two oldstyle romans or two sans 
serifs in the same design. 
 Type consistency within a publi-
cation is also a must. For example, in 
a newspaper or newsletter, primary 
headlines should be set in one font 
throughout the publication. Primary 
sizes should be standard sizes, such 
as 30, 36, 42, 48, 60 or 72-point. 
Usually primary headlines are set 
in bold type with secondary head-
lines set in a lighter type. Secondary 
headlines are at least the size of the 
primary headline. Standard sizes for 
secondary headlines are 14, 18 and 
24-point. Standardizing headline 
sizes throughout a publication helps 
maintain consistency.
 Other type elements which should 
be designed and set in a consistent 
manner throughout a publication 
include bylines, jumplines, stand-
ing headlines, captions, folios and 
folio tabs. Defining stylesheets in 
InDesign, PageMaker or QuarkX-
Press not only ensures consistency 
but also makes page design easier 
and faster.

READABILITY
 When using type on a page or 
spread, designers should try to re-
member several important points to 
avoid problems with readability. 
1. Avoid overprinting or reversing 

captions or other type on 
photos. Place captions and type 
on white areas or on very light 
screens, if possible. Sometimes 
it is acceptable to reverse type 
on a black or solid, dark-colored 
area; however, if the type is re-
versed, it should be set a little 
larger (possibly 12-point) to 
improve readability. This should 

only be used on short second-
ary coverage areas, such as lists, 
bulleted items, or other types of 
informational graphics. 

2. Avoid running type on ghosted 
photos. It makes the type dif-
ficult to read and ruins the 
photo.

3. Avoid printing type on patterned 
screened areas. This, too, slows 
readers and causes them to skip 
the copy. 

4. Avoid the use of all caps in 
headlines and other copy areas. 
All-caps are much more difficult 
to read than are caps and lower 
case or sentence style copy.

5. Avoid setting body copy wider 
than 20 picas or narrower than 
10 picas. Copy set too wide 
causes the reader’s eye to “get 
lost” in the story. Copy set too 
narrow, especially copy that is 
justified, causes large “rivers” of 
white space to form in the copy, 
thereby distracting the reader. To 
reduce the “rivers,” the designer 
could align narrow copy to the 
left to improve readability.

6. Use larger type (18-point) and 
extra leading or white space be-
tween lines when running copy 
wider than 20 picas to increase 
readability.

7. Set large areas of body copy 
in a 10 or 12-point oldstyle 
roman face. Break up the gray 
space using subheadlines (12 or 
14-point bold), initial letters (14 
or 18-point), inset quotations, 
icons, or one line of extra white 
space between large blocks of 
text. Select a method of break-
ing up gray space and use it 
consistently throughout the 
publication. Avoid starting a 
second or third column with 
subheads or initial letters; it 
confuses the reader who may 
think this is where to start read-
ing. Avoid bumping subheads 
and initial letters from column 
to column. Instead, scatter them 
through the story so that they 
don’t “touch” each other.

8. For captions, use 8-point type 
which contrasts in some way 
with the body copy. In other 

SERIF

Garamond
Times Roman
Benguiat
New Century
Bodoni
Americana
SQUARE SERIF

Rockwell
Courier
SANS SERIF

Helvetica
Futura
TEXT

Linotext
SCRIPT & CURSIVE

Flemish Script 
Schooner Script
Kaufmann
NOVELTY

Remedy
Chromosome
Harting
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Typography
words, if the body copy is set in 
10-point Palatino, the designer 
may want to set the captions in 
8-point Helvetica bold to cre-
ate contrast for the reader. The 
designer may also want to use 
a 12 or 14-point small headline 
over the captions to “match” the 
design of the headline. These 
elements should become a 
part of the “style rules” of the 
publication and maintained 
consistently throughout the 
publication. 

9. Type should never be placed 
vertically or diagonally down 
the page. Vertical or diagonal 
placement of type causes ex-
treme difficulty for the reader. 
Readers are accustomed to read-
ing from left to right rather than 
from top to bottom.

10. When using type as a primary 
emphasis area, such as for a large 
headline, try to make a verbal-
visual connection between the 
content of the photo and the 
kind of type and design style 
for the headline. For example, 
if the headline reads, “Fade to 
Black,” the designer may want 
to actually “fade” the word, 
“Fade,” and set the word, 
“black” in heavy, black type. The 

photo illustration that might ac-
company this primary headline 
should also display the concept 
and connect to the angle of the 
story.

 But above all, remember: type was 
designed to be read with ease.

FONT FAMILY
The Futura family, one of the largest and most common families of 
type actually includes dozens more fonts. A headline font should 
contain such variety.

Futura Light

Futura Book

Futura Regular

Futura Bold

Futura Bold Oblique

Futura Extra Bold

Futura Heavy

Futura Heavy Oblique

Futura Condensed Light

Futura Condensed Regular

Futura Condensed Bold

Futura Condensed Extra Bold

DESCENDER
Portions of lower-
case letters that stick 
below the x-height.

Typography
LEADING
Space between the lines 
of type; measured in 
points

BASELINE
An imaginary line 
on which type rests.

ASCENDER
Portions of lowercase 
letters that stick above the 
x-height.

LIGHT MEDIUM DEMI BOLD BOLD

SIZE
Measured in points from the 
top of the descender to the 
bottom of the descender.

X-HEIGHT
The height of the 
lowercase x.

SERIF
Small projections 
sticking off the 
ends of certain 
letters.
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Avoid
graphic

nightmares
Having taught journalism courses for 28 years, I’ve seen a few scary 

publications designs. Although some problem designs are due to poor pho-

tography or poorly placed elements, often these “graphic nightmares” are 

created through the misuse and abuse of type. Here are 13 lucky suggestions 

to improve readability and help you avoid the creation of poorly designed 

publications.

EMPHASIS
Use bold face or italic type 
for emphasis only. In the 
past, I’ve judged publications 
that contained lengthy stories 
set in bold or italic type. When 
an entire story or publication 
is set in this manner, the story 
either “screams” at the reader 

(in bold face) or has low read-
ability (in italic type). Rather 
than using bold or italic type for 
the whole story, use it to help 
the reader navigate through 
the story by creating bold or 
italic sub–headlines scattered 
through the text. Use italic type 
to distinguish between rows of 

people in group captions or to 
introduce special concepts to a 
reader in the form of a list or 
other informational graphic. 
Bold face type also works well 
for captions in contrast to the 
use of regular type for body 
copy. 

Most rules 
are just rules of 

thumb – they 

can be bro-
ken under the 

right circum-

stances. Here 

are 13 good 
rules to avoid 

breaking.  

• BY LAURA 
SCHAUB
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Fans use yells, hold
rallies, class competitions,

SPIRIT
and eat hot dogs to

encourage teams; students
dance, and teachers wear

BOOSTS
wacky costumes to show

their Indian pride.
HEADLINE STYLE 
MODIFIED FROM 
PLAINVIEW HIGH 
SCHOOL, ARDMORE, 
OKLAHOMA

HEADLINE STYLE 
MODIFIED FROM 

ELK CITY HIGH 
SCHOOL, ELK CITY, 

OKLAHOMA

ALL CAPS
Avoid the use of long blocks of all 
capital letters. They have lower read-
ability than sentence style or caps and 
lower case. Remember that capital 
letters are wider than lowercase let-
ters; therefore, a headline writer can 
include more information in a head-
line set in sentence style or in caps 
and lower case. In some instances, 
all-cap headlines are acceptable; 
however, all-caps should never be 
used for headlines or copy set in text, 
script, cursive or novelty type groups 
as they are virtually impossible to 
read when set in that manner. 

TEXT FONTS
Don’t use fonts in the text type group 
(such as Old English). Most faces in 
this group resemble type that was 
created in Johannes Gutenberg’s day 
and convey a message of antiquity. 
Text type works well for nameplates 
on newspapers which have been in 
existence for many years. It might 
look appropriate for use on a primary 
headline for a story about a Medieval 
Fair. Because this type is so ornate 
in its design, it should not be used 
for body copy or captions.

ORNATE FONTS
Stick to traditional serif and sans 
serif fonts for body copy and 
headlines. Other ornate types such 
as scripts and cursives can work 
well for emphasis words in primary 
headlines, logos, large initial letters 
and small headlines over captions; 
however, they should not be used for 
body copy or captions because they 
are not easy to read in small sizes.

OVERPRINTING TYPE
Designs with type printed on top of 
photos rarely work well. In addition 
to causing problems for the reader, 
they also destroy the beauty of the 
photograph. As a reader, I find it dis-
turbing to see type plastered across 
someone’s face. It is even more dis-
turbing to try to view a photo that 
has been “ghosted” or printed lighter 
than 100 percent with copy placed on 
top of it. Ghosting a photo destroys 
the content and communication 
value of the photo.

LINES ARE BARRIERS
Use lines and boxes as “barriers” 
when including them in your de-
sign. Readers stop when they see 
a line. Use the rules and boxes to 
separate sidebar copy areas from 
the main story but don’t use them 
to separate the headline from the 
story it represents. Headlines and 
accompanying stories should be 
“packaged” together as one unit.
Pattered backgrounds
Avoid placing type on patterned 
screen areas, textured backgrounds 
or dark-colored blocks as it can be 
extremely difficult to read. The more 
the designer inhibits the readers, the 
less chance they have to read the story 
and fully understand it.

LINE LENGTH
Keep the line length reasonable. 
Most typography experts agree that 
10-point type should not be set nar-
rower than eight picas and should not 
be set wider than 20 picas. One way 
to figure the maximum line length 
of a particular size and style of type 
is to set the letters of the alphabet 
horizontally one and one-half times. 
Then, measure it. 
 Another method of figuring the 
maximum line length is to double the 
point size and call it “picas.” In other 
words, 12-point type times two is 24. 
Therefore, the maximum line length 
for 12-point type is 24 picas.

HAND-LETTERING
Avoid using hand-lettered copy ar-
eas. Many of the new type fonts avail-
able today resemble handwriting and 
work well in certain circumstances. 
Hand-lettered headlines, copy areas, 
and captions do not reproduce well 
and are very difficult to read.

LEADING = 120%
Use leading that is approximately 
120 percent of the point size of body 
type in traditional copy areas. In 
other words, if you are using 10-
point type, set the leading at (10 x 
120%=) 12 point.

CONSISTENT LEADING
Keep the leading consistent through-
out the publication with the ex-

HEADLINE STYLE 
MODIFIED FROM 
ELK CITY HIGH 
SCHOOL, ELK CITY, 
OKLAHOMA
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normal
italic
bold
bold italic
underline
outline
reverse

ALL CAPS
STYLE
The style clearly impacts readability, but using bold and italic (par-
ticularly) for emphasis also adds some visual variety.

A V
AV
AV

KERNING
Some letter pairs (such as A and V as illus-
trated) need to be moved closer together 
to be optically pleasing. Kerning is the 
process of removing the excess space 
between certain letter pairs. Some fonts 
are programmed to do this automatically. 
Other fonts require manual kerning. The 
top illustration shows negative kerning, the 
middle no kerning. The bottom is a tightly 
kerned character pair.

Whitewater
Whitewater
LETTER AND WORD SPACING
The spacing between entire groups of letters and between words 
can also be adjusted. The top sample shows no adjustment (no 
tracking), the bottom, tight tracking. The specific amounts of letter 
and word spacing can also be modified within InDesign, Page-
Maker or QuarkXPress.

ception of special copy areas, such 
as lists or theme copy in yearbook, 
for example. Use “extra leading” for 
special, heavy type areas to help the 
reader peruse them.

PERSONALITY
Select type for primary headlines, 
logos, nameplates, advertisements 
and other special areas so that it 
reflects the personality of the publi-
cation or story it represents. If it’s 
a special story geared to a feminine 
audience, use a type that works well 
with that concept. If it’s a “heavy” 
story, use a strong, bold type for the 
primary headline. In other words, 
be sure that your font “matches” the 
mood and tone of the story, and ap-
peals to the target audience.

CONTENT DICTATES TYPE
The headline design, including the 
selection of type for the primary 
headline on feature pages, should 
come from the content of the 
dominant photo. For example, if a 
designer has a beautiful photo of a 
ballerina dancing with her partner, 
the content of that photo dictates 
the rest of the design. The graphic 
designer might choose a script type 
for the primary headline, using words 
like “Swirling and Twirling.” Then, 
the designer might add a secondary 
headline in an oldstyle roman type 
to further explain the story and to 
draw the reader into the story. The 
designer probably would not select 
a heavy, square serif type for the pri-
mary headline, as it would not reflect 
the mood and tone of the photo or 
the story. It’s important to remember 
that the headline, dominant photo 
and story all work together to make 
a strong verbal-visual connection for 
readers and, thus, pull them into the 
story. 

MORE MATH
Determining 
the optimum 

column 
width for 

body copy.

The optimum 
width of a 

column in picas 
is one and one-
half times the 
point size of 
the type. For 

example, if the 
body copy type 

is 10 points, 
the optimum 
column width 

is (10*1.5) 15 
picas.

The maximum 
width is also 

approximately 
equivalent to 

the width of one 
and one-half 

alphabets set in 
the appropriate 
size and font.

shadow

I

B

B  and 
I

U

K
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THE GRID SYSTEM
This yearbook page was set up using a 
10-column grid, a grid that provides an 
incredible amount of flexibility. Between 
each column, one pica, just like in the 
less-flexible modular system. The text is 
set wider than normal, so extra leading 
was added. And one-column captions are 
justified to the photo (left or right). The grid 
system also allows for a great deal of flex-
ibility with the use of white space internally, 
giving the page a light appearance. The 
other examples of both newspapers and 
magazines show how the grid system can 
be applied.

BY JESSICA PITTS, SENIOR, KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY

DISCOVER MAGAZINE, AUGUST 2001CATAMOUNT, RANCHO COTATE HIGH SCHOOL (RONERT PARK, CALIF.)

Grid System
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 A Macintosh with a 68020 
processor and 8MB of RAM 
cost somewhere in the neigh-
borhood of $2,000. Together 
with some software, a 600 
DPI laser printer (state-of-the-
art at the time), some form 
of backup system (probably 
44MB SyQuest cartridges) and 
a large monitor, a solid system 
would run about $10,000. Still, 
that capital investment replaced 
typesetters that cost $250,000 
each and used about $8,000 
worth of chemicals and paper 
each year at a small operation.
 Now, a top-of-the-line desk-
top publishing system still costs 
around $10,000 but you get a 
processor running at near 400 
MHz, 256MB of RAM, built-in 
mass-media systems with car-
tridges that store 100MB each 
and maybe even an 11x17 
printer at 1200 DPI.
 So the question has changed. 
Now, the efficiency over paste-
up isn’t questioned. Now the 
question is, “Should I do all 

of my pre-press work on the 
computer?”
 When you consider that a 
flatbed scanner or a negative 
scanner or a digital camera ad-
equate for newspaper 
reproduction qual-
ity cost about 
$800 and the 
s o f t w a r e , 
Photoshop, 
costs about 
$150 for ed-
ucators, cost 
is no longer 
the deter-

mining factor. A small news-
paper operation will easily 
spend $5,000 on photo chem-
icals and paper in a year. That’s 
enough to buy two complete 

When Design with Flair was first written, back in the  early 1990’s, 

the question was, “Is it worth it to begin producing scholastic publications 

using desktop publishing technology?”

Digital
design:
a means
to an end
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A few words on resolution
To determine the amount of RAM, hard disk space and what type of laser 
printer you'll need, consider the following relationships.
LPI lines per inch; halftone screen frequency; determined by person running 

the press; a photo copy machine can handle about 65 LPI; newspapers 
typically use 65-85 LPI; yearbooks use 133 LPI

DPI dots per inch; referring to the smallest printable unit on a laser printer 
(typically around 600 DPI) or an imagesetter (up to 2540 DPI)

PPI pixels per inch; the smallest unit of an image on the screen; (most 
monitors function at 72 PPI)

LPI * 2 = PPI
For example, say you're working for a newspaper and scan in a photo. 
Since your press operator tells you he uses an 85 line screen, you know 
your photos need to be (85*2=) 170 PPI in Photoshop at final size when 
submitted on disk.

(10%)DPI = max LPI
For example, say you're creating a flyer for the student council to be pho-
tocopied from an original out of your 600DPI printer. Since 10% of 600 is 
60, you should tell your pagination software to use a line screen of 60 when 
printing the file to maintain all the necessary levels of gray.

SCANNED IMAGE
This photograph was scanned and 
edited in Adobe Photoshop. It was 
saved as a TIFF (Tag Image File Format) 
image and compressed to conserve disk 
space. Even with the compression, it still 
occupied 1⁄2 MB on the hard disk and 
large photos can occupy several mega-
bytes. The inset is an enlarged portion of 
the photo by George Bridges.

digital image processing stations that 
have a life expectancy of about five 
years – a net savings of 80 percent 
per year.
 So, just as they did in 1990, other 
considerations top the list, including 
time, education and control.

TIME
 Before the days of desktop pub-
lishing, page designers sketched out 
their pages on paper, typesetter set 
the copy in long columns of type 
and production staff members put 
the type, halftones and art on full-size 
mechanical. While the page was ac-
tually being produced, the designer 
was at home watching a movie.
 No more.
 Now, a designer sketches out the 
page on a rough layout and uses that 
as a guide while importing type, 
photos and art onto an electronic 
template. There is little, if any, dif-
ferentiation between the function of 
the page designer and the production 
team.
 The time saved by the produc-
tion staff at the end of the production 
cycle has been shifted to the staff on 
the front end of the cycle.

EDUCATION
 That shift, however, also results 
in a shift in the knowledge load. 

Before computers, a page designer 
didn’t have to know much about 
kerning, letter-spacing, word spac-
ing, base–lines, lines per inch or 
color overlays. All that was left to 
the production staff.
 No more.
 Now, the designer has to fully un-
derstand when to use what typefaces, 
when certain typefaces need to have 
their letter-spacing adjusted, when 
a little extra leading will make the 
type much more readable and so on. 
Without this knowledge, the read-
ability of the page suffers.
 As J.E. Arcellana, a former assis-
tant editor of Macworld, said, “Reality 
comes in. Desktop publishing can do 
a lot for you, but it can’t do every-
thing. A desktop publishing system 
is a useful set of tools, it can save 
you time and money, but you have 
to spend before you can save.”
 So, depending on your point of 
view, the old way of doing things that 
resulted in specialists doing the part 
of the production cycle they were 
good at, wins.

CONTROL
 However, turning over all that 
control to the production staff also 
had its disadvantages. Inevitably, 
the page didn’t quite look like the 
designer staff envisioned. Sometimes 
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CLIP ART
This art was edited in Macromedia 
FreeHand, an object-oriented drawing 
package. It was exported as an EPS 
(Encapsulated PostScript) image. Because 
the image consists of objects rather than 
fixed dots, it can be enlarged or reduced 
without appreciable loss of quality as the 
inset shows.

it was because of human error. But 
often it was because the technology 
of the time simply didn’t allow the 
production staff to accomplish the 
task adequately in the time allot-
ted.
 For example, doing a knock-out 
with a drop shadow of a four-color 
photo required hours of meticulous 
hand cutting of negatives, a total of 
at least eight negatives in precise 
register and a typesetter with more 
patience and time that anyone ever 
had. Now all it takes is Photoshop, 
the time to create a clipping-path 
and the proper output device. And 
what you see on the screen is what 
you get. Well pretty much.
 The steps of the production pro-
cess remain pretty much the same.
• Type text into word processor.
• Draw graphics.
• Manipulate photographs.
• Design the page.
• Place all the text and graphics on 

the page.
 But now the control for all those 
functions generally rests with the 
one person producing that page, a 
person who can follow the design 
from concept to implementation.
 Further, good designers can pro-
duce great-looking publications with 
all the lines straight, all the borders 
meeting perfectly, all the colors 
in registration and all the screens 
inside the boxes. And imagesetters 
surpass conventional technology in 
quality.

COMPATIBILITY
 Another advantage of the new 
technology is the ability to bring 
in type, art and photos from a great 
variety of sources. Many magazines 
routinely send reporters overseas to 
write. Rather than having to travel 
back home to file their story or photo 
(which could take days or weeks), 
they merely log on to the company’s 
host computer via satellite uplink 
even in the middle of the desert, 
file their story or photo and keep 
working. Students are also taking 
advantage of this technology to file 
stories and photos less expensively, 
enabling them to cover more material 
with less expense.

HARDWARE
Desktop publishing and digi-tal 
imaging can be done on an Apple 
Macintosh system (PowerMac or 
G3 system preferred) or an IBM-
compatible system (with at least 
a Pentium processor). Output on 
either system requires a PostScript 
compatible laser printer such as the 
Apple LaserWriter Select 360. 
 Any machine being used for dig-
ital imaging will need a considerable 
amount of RAM and some form of 
external media such as a Zip drive. A 
black-and-white photo for a typical 
newspaper occupies just under 1MB 
of hard disk space and Photoshop 
requires around 3MB of RAM just 
for that one photo. The same photo 
in color occupies 3.86MB of hard 
disk space and over 10MB of RAM. 
A yearbook spread in color could 
easily fill up a 100MB Zip disk.
 While output, the power of the 
central workstations and archival 
storage are important, so too is 
the method of input. Consider 
and compare all brands of digital 
cameras (and whether they're good 
enough for your publication), nega-
tive scanners and flatbed scanners. 
Most publications find they need a 
variety of input devices.

SOFTWARE
 On either system, you need four 
types of software:
• one for image-manipulation pro-

gram (Adobe Photoshop)
• one for drawing graphics (Adobe 

Illustrator, Macromedia Free-
Hand)

• one for writing/editing stories 
(Microsoft Word); and

• a pagination program (InDesign, 
PageMaker or QuarkXPress).

 Charting programs (Excel) and 
database management utilities (File-
Maker) can also be useful. 
 In any case, the basic premise 
desktop publishing is the same and 
is analogous to regular methods. 
• prepare copy in a word-processing 

program which is fully compatible 
with the pagination program be-
ing used;

• prepare graphics by scanning 
them into the computer or ac-
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tually creating art in drawing/painting 
programs; and then

• place these items on the page in a method 
analogous to traditional “paste-up.”

 The pages can be output on a laser print-
er, but most high-end publishers output 
their pages direct to film on a high-resolu-
tion imagesetters for unsurpassed quality.
 In addition to giving consideration to the 
technology, also give consideration to the 
people involved. Moving from conventional 
production system to desktop publishing 
is not a move that can be made without 
considering a variety of factors.
• number of computers – One computer 

is not enough. And bigger books logis-
tically require more computers. One 
computer per 50-75 pages is a rough 
estimate.

• archiving – How are you going to access 
images and pages later in the year, next 
year or 10 years from now? Archiving 
onto CD or DVD allows for effective 

ers of PageMaker (now owned by Adobe 
which currently markets PageMaker), 
was founded to bring professional-quality 
publication techniques to the level of the 
microcomputer.
 “Paul (Brainard, one of the founders of 
Aldus) had always figured there would come 
a day when you could install a publishing 
system on a microcomputer,” she said. And 
he was right. Now the publishing system 
practically installs itself – on a Macintosh 
or IBM/compatible computer.
 But is it worth it?
 With the professional world all but 
completely converted to desktop systems, 
a better question would be, “How can you 
afford not to convert?”

storage and access, but don’t forget to 
archive the software and fonts. Who 
knows what technology will be like in 
a few years.

• time commitment  – Because you are 
assuming more control of the pre-press 
operations, you also need to budget more 
time for the production of the book.

• training – The learning curve for this 
production method is relatively steep. In 
addition to knowing what a good book 
looks like, you have to know about 
may facets of pre-press operations and 
technology.

• local resources – You will need local 
people who can help solve problems and 
assist with training. This is particularly 
important when choosing hardware and 
software platforms.

THE FINAL WORD
 According to Daniela Birch of Adobe, the 
Aldus Corporation, the original develop-

FIRST LINE INDENT 1 PICA

This text is set with a first line paragraph 

indent of one pica, the standard for body 

copy. Depending on personal preference, you 

could also set a tab at 1 pica and then type a 

tab at the beginning of every paragraph.

FIRST LINE INDENT –1 PICA
LEFT INDENT 1 PICA

This text is set with left indents of one pica. 

Then the first line of every paragraph is 

indented a negative one pica to move it 

back.

FIRST LINE INDENT –1 PICA
LEFT INDENT 1 PICA
TAB SET AT 1 PICA

• This text is set with left indents of one 

pica. Then the first line of every para-

graph is indented a negative one pica to 

move it back. Then a tab set at one pica 

after the bullet (•), makes it easy to line 

up all the text in a list.

LEFT INDENT 1 PICA
RIGHT INDENT 1 PICA

Sometimes for inset text or even 

graphic effect, you might want to 

indent the left and right sides of the 

text.. It's most effective to use tabs and 

indents to align copy. 

Team ........................ Us ........... Them
Anderson .........................24 .............. 36
Georgetown .....................18 .............. 20
Leander ..........................6 ................ 24
Bastrop ...........................30 .............. 18
Crockett ..........................18 .............. 9
Austin .............................40 .............. 23

TABS
Never type more than one consecutive 
space to align objects. Use tabs. You can 
even set tabs as part of a pre-defined 
stylesheet. This is particularly useful in 
scoreboards and in the index. The easi-
est way to include tabs is to first make 
one scoreboard or section of the index 
look right by setting the tabs manually. 
In this case, two tabs were set, one at 
6 picas and one at 9 picas both with 
a dotted leader. So that all scoreboard 
looked alike, click in one line of the 
scoreboard. (Don’t highlight the entire 
thing since the first line is in a different 
type style resulting in “mixed styles” and 
an error message.) Then go to through the 
define styles procedure. Notice that when 
you click in a paragraph, PageMaker 
retains the formatting information of that 
type when you select Define Styles… 
from the Type menu. Quark also retains 
the formatting so when you define the 
Character and Paragraph styles, you can 
quickly define them to look like the type 
on the screen.

TABS
Set tabs to align objects. Don't use spaces. Tabs are good with 
simple alignments such as indenting the first line of every paragraph 
or with complex alignments such as forms.

INDENTS
Use paragraph 

indents to format 
paragraphs quickly 

and easily. They are 
also particularly use-
ful to align bulleted 
or numbered lists.
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AGATE The name of 5.5 point type used 
in sections of the newspaper such as 
stock reports and scoreboards. 

ASCENDER  The vertical portion of a 
lower case character which extends 
above the height of a lower case “x.”

BASELINE  An imaginary line on which 
capital letters and lower case letters such 
as “e” and “u” rest.

BEN DAY RULE  A type of border made 
of small dots simulating gray.

BIT-MAPPED A graphic made up of dots 
rather than objects.

BLEED  Any item on a page which con-
tinues to the edge with no margin.

BODY TYPE Type set to be read in long 
blocks. Body type is generally between 
9 and 14 points. Also called text type. 
Body text as opposed to headlines, sub-
heads, pull quotes, or other emphasis 
type and captions.

BOLDFACE Type which appears darker 
than surrounding type of the same type 
family. Bold type is used for emphasis.

BOWL  A typographic term referring to 
a line which encloses a space such as 
in the letters “o,” “e” and “Q.”

BULLET  A large dot or symbol used to 
emphasize an item in a list.

CAMERA READY  Material prepared to 
be run on the press .

CAPS Type set in all capital letters.

CAPTION or CUTLINE  Explanatory 
text accompanying a photography or 
illustration

CENTERED  Type set centered on a 
given margin with uneven margins on 
both sides.

Glossary
HEADLINE  Text which identifies the 
subject of related text.

INITIAL LETTER  An oversized char-
acter used at the beginning of a block 
of text.

ITALIC Type with a less formal look and 
with more slant than “roman” type.

JUSTIFIED Type set with both straight 
right and left margins. This is the method 
of justification used in most newspaper 
and magazine copy. 

KERNING Manual adjustment of the 
letterspacing so that a portion of one 
letters extends into the body of the 
adjoining letter.

LEADER  Rows of dots, dashes, or other 
characters used to guide the reader to 
another area within the same line. (Jane 
Doe . . . . . President)

LEADING The spacing between the 
bottom of the descenders of one line 
of type and the top of the ascenders 
of the next line of type. Leading is 
measured in points from the top of 
one line’s ascenders and the next 
line’s descenders. Type can be set with 
any number of points of leading or no 
leading, “solid.”

LETTERSPACE The space between 
individual letters. Letterspace can be 
normal, tight or loose.

LIGATURE Two or three characters joined 
as one (example: fi and fl).

OBJECT-ORIENTED A graphic made up 
of various geometric shapes.

OBLIQUE Type set with a slant. Not to 
be confused with italic type which is a 
different face of a roman type.

PICA  A unit of measurement used by 
printers equal to one-sixth of an inch.

POINT  A unit of measurement used by 
printers. There are 72 points per inch 
and 12 points in a pica. The height of 
the letters measured from the highest 
ascender to the lowest descender.

POSTSCRIPT A page-description lan-
guage developed by Adobe Systems 
for use in laser printers and other high-
quality output devices.

PULL QUOTE  or INSET QUOTE  A 
graphic element created from text using 
a quote pulled from a story and printed in 
a point size significantly larger than the 
text size and set off from the text.

CONDENSED TYPE Type set more nar-
row than the regular version.

CONTINUOUS TONE  A photographic 
or art image consisting of varying shades 
of gray which has not been halftoned.

COUPON RULE  A type of border com-
posed of a dotted line.

DESCENDER The parts of the characters 
sticking below the baseline in lowercase 
letters such as “p” and “y.”

DESKTOP PUBLISHING  Electronically 
designing, laying out, editing and pro-
ducing a document on a computer.

DISCRETIONARY HYPHEN A hyphen 
which is entered by the keyboard op-
erator which may or not be used when 
the copy is placed on the page. 

DISPLAY TYPE Type set to be read in 
small blocks. Display type is generally 
set larger than 14 points.

DUTCH RULE  A type of border with one 
thick line and one thin line.

EAR  A distinctive stroke at the top right 
end of letters such as “r” and “g.”

EM SPACE A space equivalent in size 
to the capital “M.” 

EN SPACE A space equivalent in size 
to the capital “N.” 

EPS Encapsulated PostScript; a graphics 
standard for object-oriented files which 
includes the screen image and the Post-
Script code necessary to tell the printer 
how to print a file.

EXPANDED TYPE Type set wider than the 
regular version. Also termed extended.

FAMILIES OF TYPE All the type sizes and 
styles of a typeface, including roman, 
italic, bold, condensed, expanded, 
etc.)

FLUSH LEFT Type set with a straight left 
margin but a ragged right margin. (Also 
termed quad left.)

FLUSH RIGHT Type set with a straight 
right margin but a ragged left mar-
gin. (Also termed quad right.)

H&J Hyphenation and justi-
fication.

HALFTONE  A reproduction of 
continuous tone artwork with 
an image formed by dots of 
various sizes. 

REVERSE  White type printed on a black 
or colored background.

ROMAN  A type style that is not italic.

SANS SERIF  Type with no serifs.

SERIF  A small projection extending from 
the ends of certain families of type.

SMALL CAPS Type set in all capital let-
ters which have the same x-height as 
lowercase letters.

SPOT COLOR  One or more colors 
used on a page but not for a full-color 
photograph.

STET A proofreader’s mark which 
means any marked corrections should 
be ignored.

STRESS  The thickness of a letter’s 
stroke.

TIFF Tagged Image File Format; a 
graphics standard for high-resolution, 
bit-mapped files, particularly those 
formed from scanned images such as 
photos.

TYPOGRAPHY The study of type.

WORD SPACE The space between 
individual words.

WYSIWYG Literally “What you see is 
what you get.” A term used by computer 
users to indicate that what is seen on 
the screen matches what is printed. 
Pronounced “wi-zi-wig.”

X-HEIGHT The height of the lowercase 
“x.” It is the x-height that conveys the 
visual impression of the size of type.
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ASSIGNMENT

Measuring type
DIRECTIONS: Below are eight variations of the same family of type – Berk-
ley. Using your ruler, estimate the point size.

     Light

Light Italic
                  Medium

Medium Italic

         Demi

Demi Italic
           Heavy

Heavy Italic

_____ pts.

_____ pts.

_____ pts.

_____ pts.

_____ pts.

_____ pts.

_____ pts.

_____ pts.

DIRECTIONS: Recalling what you remember about the relationship of 
points, picas and inches, answer the following questions.

1. How many points are in an inch?  ______________

2. How many picas are in an inch?  ______________

3. How many points are in a pica?  ______________

4. Type that is one-half inch tall is how many points?  ______________

5. Body copy type that is one-fourth inch tall  
is how many points tall?  ______________

6. A subhead is half as tall as the main headline  
that is three-fourths of an inch tall.  
How tall is the subhead?  ______________

7. If body copy is 10 pt. on auto leading, how many 
points of leading are there?  ______________

8. In the question above, how much actual space 
is there between each line (leading - point size)?  ______________
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ASSIGNMENT

A new letter
INSTRUCTIONS: Select your favorite font of type and your favorite style 
of that particular type. Use it to sketch an original 27th letter for that particu-
lar type. Sketch the letter first on a separate piece of paper, refining it with 
multiple sketches. Draw your final version neatly in the space below with a 
black felt pen. Be sure that your design is neat, clean and precise in its final 
form. In addition, on a separate piece of paper, answer the following ques-
tions.

1. Which sound does this letter represent?

2. How does the symbol you have created relate to the sound it represents?

3. Why did you choose this particular design?
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ASSIGNMENT

Illustrate a phrase
DIRECTIONS: Below is a list of phrases. Pick any two of them to illustrate 
using only type and line art (no photos). You should begin by creating rough 
sketches on scratch paper using a variety of different fonts. The final version 
should either be drawn neatly in black ink or created on the computer.

Once in a blue moon
Going out with a bang!
Growing pains
Drop back
Draw a line
Heavy heart
Bursting at the seams
Best in the west
100 years of excellence
Flashbacks
Shoot for the stars
Night of terror
Fade to black
Products of the heartland
Whooshed, swooshed and pushed!
Home away from home
Knowledge is the key to understanding

The days are numbered
On the edge
Main squeeze
Hit bottom
Home is where the heart is
Helpful hands
A storybook romance
Sharing and caring
Through the looking glass
The colors of life
Reflections of happier times
A brighter tomorrow
Swirled, twirled and curled
The rainbow after the storm
We’re not in Kansas anymore
Our number's up
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ASSIGNMENT

A few good questions
1. Define the terms in the column on the left by selecting a definition from the column on the right. Place the letter which represents the defini-

tion found in the left-hand column in the appropriate blank space in the right-hand column. The answers to these questions can all be found 
in the articles on typography. Continue your answers on the back if necessary.

 _____________ uppercase A. letters without strokes projecting from top or bottom

 _____________ italic B. capital letters

 _____________ lowercase C. white letters printed on a dark background

 _____________ x-height D. part of the lowercase letter that rises above the x-height

 _____________ kerning E. moving two individual letters closer together to make them easier to read

 _____________ reverse F. the stroke that projects from the top or bottom of the main stroke of the letter

 _____________ serif G. slanted letters

 _____________ ascender H. small letters

 _____________ text I. the space between lines of text

 _____________ leading J. heavy, dark letters

 _____________ bold  K. all characters in one size of one particular type face

 _____________ light  L. a narrow version of a regular type face

 _____________ condensed M. a group of fonts that resembles the hand-written copy by monks

 _____________ roman N. letters that are not slanted or bold; normal letters

 _____________ novelty O. height of the body of the lowercase letter

 _____________ font P. black letters printed on a photo or screen

 _____________ sans serif Q. a group of fonts that reflects a variety of moods

 _____________ small caps R. complete alphabet of caps that are the same size as the x-height of the lowercase letters

 _____________ extended S. a version of a typeface not as dark as normal or bold

 _____________ overburn T. a wide version of a regular type face

2. Name the seven basic type groups and name one font installed on your computer system in each of the groups. If you don’t have a font on 

your computer from a particular group, just write “none.”

  _________________________________________________  _____________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________  _____________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________  _____________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________

3. Fill in the blanks below with the correct measurements.

There are _____ points in a pica. There are _____ picas in an inch. There are _____ points in an inch.

4. What is meant by telling the printer to set the copy “10 on 12”?

5. Which type group is considered the easiest to read in body copy sizes and why?

6. Name three type groups that are considered hard to read. 
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Headline goes here; fills entire space

Designing a module
INSTRUCTIONS: Below are representations of several module designs. In 
your own words, explain what's wrong with each one and what a designer 
might do to make it easier for the reader.

ASSIGNMENT

Headline here

Headline goes here; fills entire space Headline goes here; fills entire space

BA

DC
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ASSIGNMENT

Byline
INSTRUCTIONS: Just as the nameplate, standing heads, folios and column 
heads give identity to a publication and have a design consistency, so to 
do the bylines. Below are several examples of bylines. Design three styles of 
byline for your publication. Spec all type with font, size, leading, alignment 
and any other necessary characteristics. A byline should not draw attention 
to itself – entice the reader to read the story, not the byline.

By Evan Sémon
Editor in Chief

Dan Smith
Editor

By Erika Eisenhauer
Editor

by Matt Sweat
EDITOR

By Mary Colignon

 By Rachel Rodriguez
 Editor By Chris Rupert

Editor

>> By Alison Vrtiska
Staff   Reporter

By COURTNEY WALLACE
Editor
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